The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographic material:

Alamy/Adams Picture Library t/a apl p111(e), Alamy/Peter Alvey People pp110(a), 120(tl), Alamy/Michael Anhaeuser pp107(c), 108(cm), Alamy/Jon Arnold Images Ltd, p13(r), Alamy/Robert Ashton/Massive Pixels p92(tt), Alamy/Daniel Atkin pp68(br), 59(cr), Alamy/Michael Austen p65, Alamy/Bailey-Cooper Photography 4 p108(cm), Alamy/Barry Bland p73(3), Alamy/ Blickwinkel p11(br), Alamy/Steve Bloom p20(m), Alamy/Kevin Britland p121(bml), Alamy/Red Cover p96(tm), Alamy/Creativeact - Hygiene series p92(br), Alamy / CreativeAct – Technology p97(bl), Alamy/Dennis Cox p33, Alamy/Kate Diamond p117, Alamy/Chuck Eckert p97(bmr), Alamy/John Elk III p19(1), Alamy/ Rebecca Erol pp96(bml), Alamy/Mary Evans Picture Library p100, Alamy/Fancy p63(b), Alamy/Foodfolio, pp30(3), 40(strawberries), 87(7), Alamy/Foodfolio pp31(11), 40(fish), Alamy/Foodfolio p35(m), Alamy/ Joe Fox p121(bmr), Alamy/Glowimages RM p28(hair), Alamy/Martin Harvey p35(b), Alamy/Hemis p56(tm), Alamy/D. Hurst pp96(tm), 87(4), Alamy/imagebroker pp12(bl), 17(bl), 17(cr), 28(ear), Alamy/Images-USA p98(1), Alamy/ itanistock p27(bl41(meet my friends), Alamy/uk retail Alan King p56(cml), Alamy/Kuo photo pp19(8), Alamy/H Lansdown pp18(1), 28(tooth), 28(nose), Alamy/Larry Lilac p70(2), Alamy/Larry Lilac p28(face), Alamy/Pawel Libera Images pp47(2), 51(bl), Alamy/ Macana pp28(finger), (hand), Alamy/Leo Mason p72, 109(tt), Alamy/MBI p109(bcl), Alamy/Motoring Picture Library p108(tr), Alamy/ Kevin Nicholson p96(tr), Alamy/Jon Parker Lee pp36(1), Alamy/PLC p51(tl), Alamy /Realimage p97(bcm), Alamy/Jiri Rezac p99(4), Alamy/Mark Richardson p103(b), Alamy/Don Smith
Library/Tony Camacho p28(foot), Science photo Library/Tony Camacho P19(9) and p28(mouth), Science Photo Library/Kenneth W. Fink pp19(6), 28(leg), 28(arm), Science Photo Library/Richard Hutchings pp37(5), 41(surf the internet), Science photo Library/Rod Planck p19(4), Science Photo Library/Tom McHugh pp18(5), 28/thumb), Science Photo Library/John Mitchell p20(b), Science Photo Library/M.P. O'Neill p53; Science Museum p93(tr); www.scottishviewpoint.com p51(tr); Stockbyte p42(tr), Stockbyte p42(tcr), Stockbyte p97(tr); SuperStock p82(cm), SuperStock P103(t), SuperStock/ Belinda Images pp116(tr), 121(tmr), SuperStock/All Canada Photos p78, SuperStock/Fancy Collection pp12(bm), 17(bm), SuperStock/ Fancy Collection p71, Superstock/Cusp p26, SuperStock/Cusp p94, SuperStock/Food and Drink pp31(12), 40(ice cream), SuperStock/ Imagebroker.net p46(1), SuperStock/Imagebroker.net p103(m), SuperStock/Imagebroker.net p108(tml), Superstock/Tetra Images p97(tl), Superstock/Moodboard pp36(4), 41(ride my bike), SuperStock/NaturePL p19(2); www.tropix.co.uk (V. and M. Birley) p121(cmll); The World Scout Emblem/scout logo is a registered trademark property of the World Scout Bureau Inc p11(tr).

Commissioned photography by Lisa Payne pp 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12(Ben), 17(Ben), 18, 21(portrait), 22, 30, 34, 46, 50, 58, 62, 70, 74, 86, 90, 102, 110, 114.

Thanks to Amy, Eva, Jamie, Lewis, Patrick, Samuel.

The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce the following copyright material:

Information about Bear Grylls from website www.beargrylls.com, reprinted by kind permission of MF Management;

Information about Redroofs Associates from website www.redroofs.co.uk, reprinted by kind permission;

These materials may contain links for third party websites. We have no control over, and are not responsible for, the contents of such third party websites. Please use care when accessing them.
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Cover images from BANANASTOCK; BRAND X; CREATAS; CORBIS; DIGITAL; VISION; GETTY; ImageSource; Macmillan Publishers Ltd/ Lisa Payne; PHOTODISC; PIXTAL; STOCKBYTE; SUPERSTOCK.

The author and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographs:

The authors and the publishers are grateful for permission to reprint the following copyright material:

Information about Redroofs Associates from website www.redroofs.co.uk, reprinted with kind permission;

Information about Bear Grylls from website www.beargrylls.com, reprinted by kind permission of Bear Grylls Ventures;

Adapted material from ‘History of Music Players’, first published 08.02.07 on website www.technabob.com, reprinted with kind permission.

These materials may contain links for third party websites. We have no control over, and are not responsible for, the contents of such third party websites. Please use care when accessing them.
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Adrian Barclay pp 13, 15, 29, 31; Humberto Blanco pp14, 16, 17, 19, 33, 35; Clive Goodyer pp21, 23; Julian Mosedale pp1, 5, 7, 8, 24; Andrew Painter pp2, 3, 4, 6, 29, 31.

**Culture and CLIL worksheets**
Humberto Blanco pp5, 6, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 30, 33, 34; Jim Hansen pp1, 2, 19, 21, 22, 33; Julian Mosedale p11; Oxford Designers and Illustrators pp7, 8; Andrew Painter pp9, 17, 23; Martin Sanders pp1, 5, 7, 9, 13, 15, 17, 21, 25, 27, 29, 33.

Cover design by Stephen Strong

Picture research by Rebecca Sondergren

The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographic material:

**Interface basics**
CultureWatch Videos

The producers and publishers wish to thank:
Atomic Pizza, Oxford; Blackbird Leys Leisure Centre, Oxford; Cheney School, Oxford; First Great Western Railways; Helen & Douglas House, Oxford
Jane Smith, King Alfred's School, Wantage; King Alfred’s School, Wantage
Lidl, Oxford; Oxford City Council; Vue Cinemas; Cogges farm, Witney; Val and Laura at Cogges Farm, Witney; Oxford City council; Pegasus Theatre, Oxford; Soundworks, Oxford; Study vox fm, East Hendred; Abi Coulson

Cover images supplied by:
Alamy, Digitalstock, Getty, Pixtal, Goodshoot, Stockbyte, Superstock

Media supplied by:

Sketches written by:
Bruce Windwood, Meryl Wilford & Rob Maidment

Documentaries written by:
Rob Maidment ¬ James Tomalin

Documentaries narrated by:
Joe Jameson & Fenella George

Sound – Sketches:
Rob Lacey & Ian Windsor

Camera:
Steve Weiser, Steve Cassidy, Rory Mckellor & Jon Young

Assistant Producer:
Sam Cooper & Gemma Callaghan

Producer:
James Tomalin & Vanessa Marshall

Director – Sketches:
Rob Maidment & Davide Broscombe

Language
Cast in order of appearance
Dan         David Perkins
Stephanie   Catherine Hamilton
Emily       Katie Bucholtz

Food
Cast
Adeel Iqbal   Jameel Azfar
Shannon Johnson Anna Murphy
Daryl Legg    Waiter
Zara Swanton  Kate Stevens

School
Cast
Louisa Connolly Burnham Silvia Gonzalez
Isobel Locke   Gemma Curtis
James Maynard  Tom Stevens
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Ana Mª Zurro Diego, I.E.S. Luis Briñas-Santutxu BHI de Bilbao, Bilbao, Vizcaya; Ángel Sánchez Martín, Col. San José y San Andrés, Massanassa, Valencia; Antonio Berlanga Adell, I.E.S. La Marxadella, Torrent, Valencia; Antonio Reina Retamero, I.E.S. Generalife, Granada; Antonio Rubiales Roldán, I.E.S. Fray Bartolomé de las Casas, Morón de la Frontera, Sevilla; Arantzazu González, I.E.S. Diocesano Arriaga, Vitoria-Gasteiz, Álava; Carlos Sánchez Crestar, I.E.S. Alfredo Brañas, Carballo, A Coruña; Concepción Peligros, I.E.S. Atenea, San Sebastián de los Reyes, Madrid; Cristina Miró Rial, Col.legi Santa Anna, Lleida; Elena González, Col. San Félix Cantalicio, Ortuella, Navarra; Elisa García Pombo, I.E.S. Dolmen de Soto, Triguero, Huelva; Encarnación Peña Guijosa, I.E.S. Santa Catalina de Alejandría, Jaén; Francisca Pedrinacci Rodríguez, I.E.S. Federico García Lorea, Churriana de la Vega, Madrid; Inés Pascual Roy, I.E.S. Duc de Montblanc, Rubí, Barcelona; Mª Candelas Gil López, I.E.S. Matemático Puig Adam, Getafe, Madrid; Mª Covadonga Gaíter Suárez, I.E.S. Al-Qadir, Alcorcón, Madrid; Mª Gema Benito Suena, I.E.S. Marqués de Suanzes, Madrid; Mª José Martín, Col. Santa María, Granada; Mª Victoria Clemente Palacios, I.E.S. José Churriguera, Leganés, Madrid; Mavi Salas Nogueras, I.E.S. Serra Marina, Premià de Mar, Barcelona; Mónica Castanyer Mora, GEM (Grupo Escoles Mataró) Mataró, Barcelona; Nerea Zabala, Col. San Félix Cantalicio, Ortuella, Navarra; Olga Bardío, I.E.S. Galileo Galilei, Alcorcón, Madrid; Pablo Dugo, I.E.S. Alcaria, La Puebla del Río, Sevilla; Pilar Sendra Fillol, I.E.S. Almussafes, Almussafes, Valencia; Sonia Barba Martínez, I.E.S. Ignacio Aldecoa, Perales del Río, Madrid; Sonia Bayo García, I.E.S. Matemático Puig Adam, Getafe, Madrid.

The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographic material:

Alamy/Accent Alaska.com pp19(r), 28(bml), Alamy/AF archive pp46(tl), 56(tl), Alamy/Arco Images GmbH pp105(tr), 109(tmr), Alamy/Greg Balfour Evans p63(cl), Alamy/blickwinkel pp104(bl), Alamy/simon clay p94, Alamy/Stock Connection Blue p28(bl), 109(bm), Alamy/Corbis RF p75(cl), Alamy/tomas del amo pp110(tl), 111(cr), 120(br) Alamy/Mary Evans Picture Library pp46(cl), 56(bmr), Alamy/Fancy pp59(tl), 68(tl), 68(tmr), Alamy/Robert Harding Picture Library Ltd p51(tr), Alamy/Mike Hill p36(br), 41(bl), Alamy/ICP p63(tl), Alamy/Classic Image p30(cr), Alamy/ Johner Images pp9(l), 97(tr), Alamy/Johner Images p92(4), Alamy/ OJO Images Ltd pp70(tr), 80(bmr), Alamy/INTERFOTO p83(tl), Alamy/Stocktrek Images, Inc. P85(bl), Alamy/MBI p78(cr), Alamy/ MBI p80(tml), Alamy/MBI p80(tmr), Alamy/Ben Molyneux People pp111(tl), 120(tl), Alamy/ Geoffrey Morgan p122(bcm), Alamy/ Chris Pancewicz p68(bm), Alamy/Aurora Photos p23, Alamy/Image Source p80(bml), Alamy/Ace Stock Limited pp46(tr), 56(br), Alamy/ Neil Tingle pp12(tr), 17(bmr), Alamy/UpperCut Images pp86(tl), 96(bml), Alamy/Urban Zone pp111(tr), 120(bl), Alamy/John Warburton-Lee Photography p24(b), Alamy/Richard Wareham Fotografi e pp58(tm), p68(bmr), Alamy/Robin Weaver pp116(br), 121(bml), Alamy/North Wind Picture Archives p30(tr); Akgimages/ IAM p37(b); Arsenal Football club p66(cr); The Art Archive/Institut de France Paris/Superstock p38(l);
Commissioned photography by: Lisa Payne pp 4, 5(inset), 8, 10, 18(b), 22, 30(b), 33, 34, 46(b), 50, 58(br), 61(portraits), 62, 110(b), 70(b), 74, 86, 90, 98(b), 112, 114. Phil Sills pp 64(1-8), 69, 98(a-f).99(g-j), 102, 108(all).

Thanks to Amber, Neil & Paige; Simon, Zara, Tabitha & Edward; Tina, Jamie & Ethan; Blackbird Leys Library; Indigo; Oxford Brookes Sports Centre, Oxford Fire Station; Phoenix Cinema; The Oxford Guitar Gallery Ltd.

The authors and the publishers are grateful for permission to reprint the following copyright material:

Information used from http://water.org, reprinted with permission of the publisher;

Adapted material from http://www.guidedogs.org.uk, reprinted with permission of the publisher.

These materials may contain links for third party websites. We have no control over, and are not responsible for, the contents of such third party websites. Please use care when accessing them.
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Cover design by Stephen Strong

Cover images from CORBIS, DIGITAL STOCK, DIGITAL VISION, GETTY, IMAGESOURCE, JOHN FOXX IMAGES, MACMILLAN AUSTRALIA, Macmillan Publishers Ltd/Lisa Payne PHOTODISC, PIXTAL, STOCKBYTE.

Picture research by Victoria Townsley-Gaunt
The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographic material:

**Alamy**/Barry Bland p134(cm), Alamy/ Matt Botwood (CStock) p134(tr), Alamy/Adrian Brooks p139(tr), Alamy/Chris Cheadle p128 tl), Alamy/Craig Ellenwood p51(l), Alamy/foodfolio p135(cm), Alamy/Marlene Ford p128(cm), Alamy/Angelo Hornak p125(tl), Alamy/Mode Images Limited p51(m), Alamy/Imagestate Media Partners Limited Impact Photos p139(tm), Alamy/Nadia Isakova p124(cl), Corbis/Pawel Libera p94(bl), Alamy/Fritz Liedtke p59, Alamy/MBI p14(br), Alamy/Trinity Mirror/Mirorpix p135(tl), Alamy/Ball Miwako p137(tr), Alamy/Lebrecht Music and Arts Photo Library p74(tr), Alamy/PCN Photography p90, Alamy/David Robertson p24, Alamy/Chris Rout p14(bl), Alamy/Andrew Rubtssov p52(cr), Alamy/John Schwieder p82(tl), Alamy/Green Stock Mediac p133(br), Alamy/UpperCut Images p93, Alamy/V&A Images p51(r), Alamy/Catchlight Visual Services p10(r), Alamy/North Wind Picture Archives p26; **The Bridgeman Art Library/ Private Collection p34(cm), The Bridgeman Art Library/National Geographic Image Collection p43; **Brand X** p67; **Corbis** p34(cl), Corbis/Peter Adams p16, Corbis/Auslöser p142, Corbis/Nathan Benn p42(cl), Corbis/Ron Chapple p133(cr), Corbis/Nugene Chiang/Mind Body Soul p20, Corbis/Alan Copson/JAI p133(t), Corbis/Jim Craigmyle p8, Corbis/PETER FOLEY/epa p61, Corbis/Don Hammond/Design Pics p72(l), Corbis/Martin Harvey p138(tl), Corbis/E.O. Hoppé p126(tr), Corbis/Herberman Collection p138(tm), Corbis/Hulton-Deutsch Collection p135(br), Corbis/Frank Lukasseck p82(tr), Corbis/DANIEL MUNOZ/Reuters p23, Corbis/Ocean p46, Corbis/Jenny Elia Pfeiffer p86, Corbis/Sergio Pitamitz p131(tl), Corbis/Stephane Reix/For Picture p147(cr), Corbis/Hutchings Stock Photography p5, Corbis/Rudy Sulgan p132(tr), Corbis/Sandro Vannini p33(tm), Corbis/Stuart Westmorland p77(b); **Creatas** p78; **DigitalStock**/Corbis p131(tr); **Fancy** p19; **Eye Ubiquitous**/Hutchison/Geoff Daniels p72(r); **Getty Images** p140(cm), Getty Images p141(tr), Getty Images p7, Getty Images p30, Getty Images p124(cr), Getty Images p125(tr), Getty Images p126(tm), Getty Images/ABEL p135(tr), Getty Images/AFP p94(t), Getty Images/AFP p84(t), Getty Images /Bridgeman Art Archive p74(cm), Getty Images/Phil Ashley p54(cr), Getty Images/Peter Cade p148, Getty Images/ColorBlind Images p144,Getty Images/Jim Craigmyle p91, Getty Images/Sean Duan p136(tr), Getty Images/Richard Elliott p145, Getty Images/John Edgar p5, Getty Images/J. Alex Firmani p128(cl), Getty Images/Mitchell Funk p137(tl), Getty Images/Don Hebert p140(tr), Getty Images/Jack Hollingsworth p150, Getty Images/Denkou Images p77(tr), Getty Images/Radius Images p128(tm), Getty Images/Jupiterimages p45, Getty Images/ Frans Lemmens p139(tl), Getty Images/Karen Moskowitz p14(tr), Getty Images/Michael Ochs Archives/Stringer p125(tm), Getty Images/Popperfoto p92(cr), Getty Images/Redferns p140(cr), Getty Images/David Sacks p141(br), Getty Images/Margo Silver p83; **As seen in HELLO!** p147(br); **Picture courtesy of www.guidedogs.org.uk** p62; **Imagesource** p44(r), Image Source p49, ImageSource p133(cl); **Mary Evans Picture Library/Illustrated London News Ltd** p33(tm); **Masterfi le** p36, Masterfi le p63, Masterfi le/Keith Neale p53; **Photolibrary/Eric Baccega p80, Photolibrary/Nicholas Bailey p92(tr),**
The authors and the publishers are grateful for permission to reprint the following copyright material:

Information used from http://water.org, reprinted with permission of the publisher;

Adapted material from http://www.guidedogs.org.uk, reprinted with permission of the publisher.

These materials may contain links for third party websites. We have no control over, and are not responsible for, the contents of such third party websites. Please use care when accessing them.
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Illustrated by:
**Interface basics**
Adrian Barclay pp1, 22, 25, 39, 45, 51; Humberto Blanco pp4, 9, 12, 21, 27, 43; Clive Goodyer pp31, 44; Julian Mosedale pp 7, 9, 12, 21, 33, 46; Dave Fitzhammond pp 28, 33, 38, 49; Clive Goodyer pp11, 23, 26, 37; Janos Jantner pp 13, 16, 23.

**Vocabulary and grammar consolidation and extension worksheets**
Adrian Barclay p 28; Humberto Blanco pp 1, 3, 9, 19; Dave Fitzhammond pp 5, 13, 15, 24, 33, 34; Clive Goodyer p 25; Julian Mosedale pp 15, 21, 23, 30.

**Culture and CLIL worksheets**
Adrian Barcley p27; Oxford Designers and Illustrators p7; Clive Goodyer pp1, 29; Janos Jantner p13; Martin Sanders pp 15, 17, 25.

Cover design by Stephen Strong

Picture research by Suzanne Williams

The authors and publishers would like to thank the following for permission to reproduce their photographic material:

**Interface Basics**
Alamy/Catchlight Visual services p5, Alamy/PCN Photography p53, Alamy/V&A Images p29; **BrandX** p11(l); **Comstock Images** p14; **Corbis**/Nugene Chiang/Mind Body Soul p11(r), Corbis/ Jim Craigmyle p2(r) Corbis/Peter Foley p35, Corbis/Hutchings Stock Photography p7; **Fancy** p10, **Getty Images** pp2(r), 17, **Photolibrary**/Eric Baccega p47, Photolibrary/Weatherstock p15, **Superstock**/Radius p2(l).

**Vocabulary and Grammar Consolidation and Extension Worksheets**
**AKG Images**/IAM p9(2); **Alamy**/Account Alaska.com p7(3), Alamy/Arco Images GmbH p29(8), Alamy/Blickwinkel p29(7), Alamy/Fancy pp17(1,9), 19(2,9), Alamy/Johner Images p27(keyboard), Alamy/Ojo Images p23 Alamy/Chris Panczewicz pp17(3), 19(5), Alamy/Richard Wareham/Fotographie pp17(4),19(6), Alamy/ Robin Weaver p35(5); **Bananastock** pp6, 25; **BrandX** pp10(hamburger),18(br); **Comstock Images** pp10(oranges), 27(guitar, flute, sax, tamborine, trumpet); **Corbis**/C.Devanc p17(7), 19(4), Corbis/Jon
Feingersh/Blend Images pp17(earning), 19(earning), Corbis/Owaki Kulla pp17(6,8), 19(3,8), Corbis/Renee De Martin p29(2), Corbis/Peter Mason/Cultura p7(4), Corbis/Mika p7(fish), Corbis/Moodboard p27(2) Corbis/Eric Nguyen p11, Corbis/Photolibrary p9(3), Corbis/Ariel Skelly p7(5), Corbis/Klaus Tiedge/Blend images p27(7); Digital Stock p29(1); Getty Images p35(1), Getty images/Ben Cranke p29(elephant), Getty Images/ER Productions Ltd p36, Getty Images/Chris Ryan pp17(2) 19(7), Getty Images/Phillip & Karen Smith p7(1), Getty Images/Yellow Dog Productions p5; Goodshoot pp18(bl), 35(2); Lonely Planet Images/Linda Ching p35(3), Macmillan Education Ltd p35(4); Macmillan South Africa p27(piano); Nature Picture Library/Aflo p29(5), Nature Picture Library/Eric Baccega p29(3,6), Nature Picture Library/Mark Cawardine p29(9), Nature Picture Library/Arup Shah p29(4); PhotoAlto p8; Photodisc p27(have children,5); Photolibrary/Frumm John p9(volcano), Photolibrary/ILoveImages p27(3), Photolibrary/Jutta Klee p7(2), Photolibrary/Wavebreak Media p27(4); Reuters/Alessis Pierdomenica p9(1); Rex Features/Sipa Press p35(fishing Port); Phil Sills pp18(laptop, printer, PC), 20, 29(jar, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7); Single Images p9(4); Superstock/Ojo Images p27(1), Superstock/Purestock/Superfusion p27(6), Superstock/Radius pp17(5), 19(1); David Tolley p10(chocolate)

Culture and CLIL Worksheets

Alamy/Chris Ballentin/Paul Thompson Images p1(4), Alamy/AA World of Travel p1(3), Alamy/Peter Bennett/Ambient images Inc p19(1), Alamy/Barry Bland p21(5), Alamy/Cleo Photo p11(2), Alamy/Angelo Homak p1(2), Alamy/Johner Images p3(2), Alamy/Richard Levine p25(3) Alamy/John McKenna p7(4), Alamy/Mattes Rene/Hemis.ff/Hemis p25(2), Alamy/Phil Seale p5(br), Bananastock pp17(1), 25(tr); BrandX p25(1); Comstock Images p3(1); Corbis pp7(2), 9(2) Corbis E.O.Hope p5(cr), Corbis/Hulton Deutsch Collection p23(4); Digital Vision pp11(c,d,e); Getty Images pp7(1), 9(4,6), 21(1,2, 3), Getty Images/Dave Bennett p31(b), Getty Images/George C Beresford/Hulton Archive p23(b), Getty Images/J. Alex Firman p9(5), Getty Images/Don Hebert p33, Getty Images/Michael Ochs Archives/Stringer p3(cr), Getty Images/Radio Times Images p9(tr), Getty Images/Ryan McVay/Taxi p35; Image Source pp17(2, 3, 4, br), 19(3,4); Macmillan Australia p21(4); Macmillan Education Ltd p9(1,3); Photodisc pp7(3), 11(a,b); Photolibrary/C Squared Studios p3(3), Photolibrary/Alan Novelli pp1(1), Photolibrary/Dzan Paulson/Superstock p11(3), Photolibrary/Michael Wheatley p11(1); Rex Features/Roland Kemp p31(a), Rex Features Theo Kingma p31(c), Rex Features/Sipa Press p19(2), Rex Features/Roger Violett p23(a); Stockbyte p3(4).

CultureWatch Videos

The producers and publishers wish to thank:
Atomic Pizza, Oxford; Blackbird Leys Leisure Centre, Oxford; Cheney School, Oxford; First Great Western Railways; Helen & Douglas House, Oxford
Jane Smith, King Alfred’s School, Wantage; King Alfred’s School, Wantage
Lidl, Oxford; Oxford City Council; Vue Cinemas; Cogges farm, Witney; Val and
Lauraat Cogges Farm, Witney; Oxford City council; Pegasus Theatre, Oxford;
Soundworks, Oxford; Study vox fm, East Hendred; Abi Coulson

Cover images supplied by:
Alamy, Digitalstock, Getty, Pixtal, Goodshoot, Stockbyte, Superstock

Media supplied by:
Alamy, Audio Network, Battersea Dogs Home, Bananastock, Bbc, Brand X
Pictures, Caroline Milligan, Clip Canvas, Corbis, Www.Cornish-Language.Org,
Creatas, Crufts Digital Vision, Framepool, Film Extract From Shakespeare's
Images, Image 100, Imagesource, Itn Source, James Tomlin, Jane Austen
House Museum, Macmillan Publishers Ltd, Macmillan Australia, Mary Evans,
Matthew Greetham, Photodisc, Photodisc/Getty Images, Rex Features, Rspca,
School Of Scottish Studies, Science Photo Library, Stockbyte, Superstock

Sketches written by:
Bruce Windwood, Meryl Wilford & Rob Maidment

Documentaries written by:
Rob Maidment ¬ James Tomalin

Documentaries narrated by:
Joe Jameson & Fenella George

Sound – Sketches:
Rob Lacey & Ian Windsor

Camera:
Steve Weiser, Steve Cassidy, Rory Mckellor & Jon Young

Assistant Producer:
Sam Cooper & Gemma Callaghan

Producer:
James Tomalin & Vanessa Marshall

Director – Sketches:
Rob Maidment & Davide Broscombe

Media
Cast in order of appearance
Dan David Perkins
Stephanie Catherine Hamilton
Emily    Katie Bucholtz
Jess     Natalie Neagle
Jack     Omar Kent

Landscape
Cast in order of appearance
Hannah   Katy Allen
Dan      David Perkins
Jack     Omar Kent
Emily    Katie Bucholtz

Animals
Cast in order of appearance
Emily    Katie Bucholtz
Hannah   Katy Allen
Grace    Kirstin Farmer

An Oxford Digital Media production for Macmillan Publishers Limited

©Macmillan Publishers Limited 2013
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